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How to Manage a Broken Value Chain

We’re going to continue with value chains, and we’re going to ask a big question:
What do you do when it breaks?

When a value chain breaks, there are two VERY IMPORTANT steps to take:

1. Fix the problem

 » Most companies do this relatively well 

2.  Figure out why it broke and tighten up the value chain 

 » Most companies don’t do this

 » End up with recurring quality problems

 » Opportunity to tighten up value chains

 » Improve processes

 » Impress clients

 » Avoid future problems

When a value chain breaks, it’s an opportunity. Some of your best clients come from calamity. 
Something bad happens, you fix it for them, and as a result they get to see your heart and your commitment as a 

company, and they’re going to be loyal to you FOR LIFE. 

Eric’s Texas Customer example:

Eric tried a long time to get this client and finally succeeded. Once the sale was complete, the value chain 
broke down. The product was not in good repair, but Eric worked hard to fix the problem, making the 
customer happy enough that he did a TON of business with the company from that point on.

Years later, this client told him that they did so much business together because Eric screwed up his first 
order. When Eric worked that hard to fix the problem, he saw who Eric was, he saw his heart, and knew he 
wanted to do business with Eric. 
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Lesson:

When the value chain breaks…

1. Fix the problem

 » Identify what broke

 » Take care of all stakeholders 

1. Fix the Chain

 » Reevaluate the processes

 » Audit the chain 

 » Strengthen it so it doesn’t break again

Homework

Think back to a time, either at this job or a previous one, of a value chain breakage. Think about this 
time and work backwards to reconstruct the value chain that created that event. 

Once you reconstruct the value chain, figure out how you could improve that value chain and how you 
could strengthen the value chain so you could avoid similar breakage from happening again. 

***Your extra-mile homework is to do two or three or even more of these. 

If you do this NOW, effectively and properly, then later in life when something does break for you, there’s a 
couple things that will happen: 

 y You’ll realize that it’s an opportunity for you to earn the respect of a client

 y It’s a chance for you to improve the process of your company



Notes:


